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Abstract. KATIYEN is classified as a negative polarity item that necessarily takes scope under clause-mate negation (Kelepir 2001) and subcategorized as a (super)strong-NPI that is licensed in antimorphic contexts (Görgülü 2017, following Zwarts 1995). I argue that KATIYEN has a dual use as a negative sensitive item and a degree modifier on the common ground. The novel data I present indicate that KATIYEN can be used in structurally (and semantically) nonnegative sentences to express an attitude holder’s ultimate degree of certainty. I aim to capture its dual status by suggesting that KATIYEN is a universal modal adverb that behaves similarly to the Greek emphatic NPIs by taking scope over negation (Giannakidou 2000), in addition has a common ground managing function of marking the interlocutor’s strong stance towards the positive or negative proposition.
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1. Introduction. It has been widely accepted in the related literature that Turkish has the following negative polarity items (hereafter NPIs) (Kelepir 2001:122):

(1) 
   a. The adverb *hiç* ‘ever’, ‘at all’.
   b. The words that begin with the morpheme *hiç* such as *hiçkimse* ‘anybody’, *hiçbirşey* ‘anything’, *hiçbir* + N ‘any N’
   c. The words that do not contain the morpheme *hiç* such as *kimse* ‘anybody’, *asla* ‘ever’ and *katiyen* ‘in any way’, *sakın* ‘ever’

(2) Sen-i katiyen affet-*me*-yeceğ-im.
   you-ACC KATIYEN forgive-NEG-FUT-1S
   ‘I will never ever forgive you.’

Based on the observation that Turkish NPIs always require the presence of a negative marker and yet the can provide a fragment answer without the overt presence of sentential negation as in (3), Turkish is argued to be a negative concord language and the NPIs in (1) are analyzed as n-words which are inherently negative (Zeijlstra 2008, İnce 2012, Jeretič 2017, Kamalı 2017, Görgülü, 2020).
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2 Laka (1990) coins the term ‘n-word’ as a descriptive label due to the morphological negative marking ‘n-’ in words like *n-iente* ‘n-thing’ in Italian.

(i) Gianni *(n)ona* ha visto niente.
   Gianni not has seen n-thing
   ‘Gianni hasn’t seen anything’

Giannakidou (2006:2) offers a working definition for n-words as follows:

(ii) N-word: An expression α is an n-word iff: α can be used in structures that contain sentential negation or another α-expression, yielding a reading equivalent to one logical negation; and α can provide a negative fragment answer (i.e., without the overt presence of negation).
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(3) A: Ali ne zaman gel-ecek?
Ali when come-FUT.3S
‘When will Ali come?’
B: Hiçbir zaman! / Asla! / Katiyen!
No one time / Never / KATIYEN
‘Never!’

N-words, or more formally negative concord items (henceforth NCIs) are argued to pattern with strong NPIs not negative quantifiers such as nobody because of the lack of double negation readings in negative concord structures as given in (4) (Giannakidou & Zeijlstra 2017). Negation is interpreted just once although potentially there may be more than one occurrence of NCI in a single clause.

(4) Ali katiyen hiçbir zaman hiç kimse-yle buluş-ma-dı.
Ali KATIYEN no one time no person-INST meet-NEG-PST.3S
‘Ali has absolutely never met with anyone again.’

The licensing environments of NPIs vary cross- and intra-linguistically in strength depending on the type of negative context in which the dependent can be licensed (Van der Wouden 1994, Zwarts 1995, among others). Below is given the implicational hierarchy of NPIs adapted from Zwarts (1995) and Lin (2015):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Antimorphic³</th>
<th>Antiadditive⁴ Downward-entailing⁵</th>
<th>Nonveridical⁵</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superstrong</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superweak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: NPI typology of strength

For any item, if it is established that it may appear in some context, then it will also appear in all contexts to its left in the hierarchy. Turkish strict NCIs are canonically licensed by antimorphic negation. They need to co-occur with an overt negative marker (Kornfluıt 1997, Kural 1997, Zidani-Eroğlu 1997a, 1997b, Aygen-Tosun 1998, Kelepir 2001). The verbal negation marker -mA, negative existential yok and negative word değil are all potential licensors:

(5) a. Metrobüs-te kimse yok.
metrobus-LOC nobody NEGEX.3S
‘There is nobody in the metrobus.’
e. Sen katiyen yalnız değil-sin.
you KATIYEN alone NOT.LV-2S
‘You are never alone.’

³ For every arbitrary X, Y: if f(X∩Y) ⇐⇒ f(X)∪f(Y) and f(X∪Y) ⇐⇒ f(X)∩f(Y), then the function f is anti-morphic (adopted from Lin 2015; cf. Zwarts 1995, Van der Wouden, 1997).
⁴ For every arbitrary X, Y: if f(X∪Y) ⇐⇒ f(X)∩f(Y), then the function f is anti-additive.
⁵ For every arbitrary X, Y: if f(X∪Y) → f(X) and/or f(X∪Y) → f(Y) then the function f is downward-entailing.
⁵ A propositional operator F is veridical, iff Fp entails p (Fp⊨.p); otherwise F is nonveridical.
A subset of them, namely (1a), (1b) and kimse can also be licensed by anti-additive operators i.e. adjectival -sIz ‘without’ and adverbial -sIzIn (Kelepir 2000; Görgülü 2017:57). The same subset is also allowed in yes-no questions on the condition that the question particle -mI attaches to the predicate, thereby delivering the set of polar alternatives (see Kamalı 2022 for further discussion).

   no transfer make-INF-without-INST Esenler-DAT arrive-PASS-AOR.3S
   ‘One can arrive at Esenler without making any transfer.’

   we this country-DAT nothing-without come-PST-1PL
   ‘We came to this country without anything.’

(7) a. Hiç Ankara’ya git-ti-n mi?
   ever Ankara-DAT go-PST-2S Q
   ‘Have you ever gone abroad?’

b. *Ali ile asla / katiyen görüş-meli mi-yim?
   Ali with never / KATIYEN see-NEC Q-1S
   Int. ‘Should I ever meet with Ali?’

Based on the discussed licensing environments, Görgülü (2017) classifies katiyen, asla and sakın in (1c) within the (super)strong NPI group while the rest patterns with strong or weak NPIs depending on whether one accepts questions as downward-entailing (see Mayr 2013, Nicolae 2015).

In this paper I focus on the distribution of KATIYEN and show that it is allowed in formal affirmative contexts meaning ‘definitely, absolutely’ in addition to anti-morphic contexts. I argue that KATIYEN is a universal adverb that takes scope over the whole proposition [p or ¬p]. It has a common ground (henceforth CG) management function in the sense that it strengthens the attitude holder’s position towards the expressed proposition (Romero & Han, 2004).

2. A puzzling distribution. The lexeme [KATIYEN] is originally coming from Arabic root [kt’] ‘to cut’, first noted in the Qisas Al-Anbiya ‘The Stories of the Prophets’ which dates back to 1310 in the form of kat’îyyettin in the meaning of ‘strictly’ and ‘definitely’. In this study I conducted a small-scale corpus research in Turkish National Corpus and find that KATIYEN can occur in a number of sentences in which a canonical strong NPI item would not.

   Turkish informants find the following context where there is no sentential negation marker such as -mA, yok or değil but the lexical meaning of the predicates expresses negation, which I call semantically negative and structurally nonnegative environment, totally compatible with KATIYEN.

   this decision-DAT KATIYEN against.COP-1S
   ‘I am definitely against this decision.’

b. O-nu katiyen reddet-ti-k.
   s/he-ACC KATIYEN refuse-PST-1PL
   ‘We definitely turned him/her down.’

c. Bura-ya park etmek katiyen yasak-tr.
this-DAT parking KATIYEN forbidden-GEN.3S
It is strictly forbidden to park here.’

The fact that morphological negation is absent in these examples challenges the strong NPI status of KATIYEN in Turkish. KATIYEN is also attested in semantically and structurally nonnegative sentences where sentential negation marker is absent and there is no lexically negative predicate, as illustrated below:

(9) a. Fakat katiyen Kayseri-li ve her bakımdan.
   but KATIYEN Kayseri-from and every aspect
   ‘But he is definitely, and in all respects, from Kayseri.’

      KATIYEN sure-COP.1SG that this sickness day-PL-POSS-ACC pass-FUT-1PL
      ‘I am definitely certain that we will leave these sick days behind.’

   c. Köy işi zor-dur katiyen.
      village work hard.GEN.3S KATIYEN.
      ‘Village work is definitely hard.’

      interview-PLU-LOC talk-REL-PL-POSS.1S KATIYEN correct-GEN.3S
      ‘What I talked about in my interviews are definitely correct.’

The sentences in (9) are usually contained in literary, legal and religious contexts and thus may not sound natural within colloquial speech. I conducted a Google search to see whether there are more examples from recent daily language. Here are two of the sentences that appeared:

(10) a. Ben aşı ol-ma-mış-tı-m şu anki akl-im
    I vaccine be-NEG-PART-PST-1S this moment-ADJ mind-POSS.1S
    ol-sa-ydı KATIYEN aşı ol-ur-du-m.
    be-COND-PST KATIYEN vaccine be-AOR-PST-1SG
    ‘I haven’t been vaccinated. If I had known then what I know now, I would definitely have been vaccinated.

   b. Katiyen ücretli-ler-in dışarıda tut-ul-açağ-ı bir “ek vergi”
      KATIYEN employe-PL-GEN outside keep-PASS-FUT-REL an additional tax
      getir-il-me-sin-i öner-iyor-um.
      bring-PASS-NOM-POSS.3S-ACC suggest-IMP-1S
      ‘I suggest there be an additional tax that definitely excludes employees.’

The core of the argument of this paper rests on the contexts in which there is no morphosyntactic negative marker that licenses KATIYEN. In all of the examples above KATIYEN marks the highest degree of certainty expressed by the attitude holder, behaving as a universal modal adverb such as definitely in English.

In the following sections, I will first try to disambiguate KATIYEN from the strong NPI/NCI asla ‘never’ since one might consider that there is a temporal KATIYEN which carries the same meaning with asla in Turkish. I will show that the meaning of KATIYEN is different from asla in negative sentences.

Furthermore, I will provide empirical evidence that KATIYEN is incompatible with possibility modal markers (i.e. existential modal force) even in negative sentences, which signals for a semantic core in two uses of KATIYEN.
2.1. KATIYEN IS MODAL. In most of the negative sentences, switching KATIYEN with *asla* does not seem to make a notable difference in meaning.

    Ali party-DAT never/ KATIYEN Ayşe with come-ABIL-NEG.3S
    ‘Ali can-never /definitely-cannot come with Ayşe.’

Both can be used in denial contexts where an interlocutor rejects a previous utterance but KATIYEN is not an acceptable fragment answer to a temporal question.

(12) A: Ev-e ne zaman gel-ecek-sin?
    house-DAT when come-FUT-2S
    ‘When are you coming back home?’
    B: # Katiyen!
    ‘Definitely not’
    B¹: Asla!
    ‘Never’

To elaborate, the answer in (12-B) is acceptable as a denial of the presupposition expressed by the question in (12-A) that you will come home. While KATIYEN rejects that the speaker will come home, *asla* encapsulates the answer to the temporal wh-question *ne zaman* and (12- B¹) asserts that the speaker will not come home at any time.

They pattern distinctively in the presence of a possibility modal as well. *Asla* is compatible with a possibility modal marker while KATIYEN is not.

(13) a. Bu program *asla* çalış-ma-yabil-ir.
    this program never work-NEG-POSS-AOR.3S
    ‘This program may never work.’
    b. Defne belki sen-i *asla* affet-me-yecek.
    Defne maybe you-ACC never forgive-NEG-FUT.3S
    ‘It is possible that Defne will never forgive you.’

    Ali with maybe KATIYEN argue-NEG-1PL
    Int: ‘Maybe I will definitely not argue with Ali (again).’
    Ali KATIYEN sentence wear-NEG-POSS-AOR.3S
    Int: ‘There is a possibility that Ali will not definitely be sentenced.’

It is a significant observation that sentences containing possibility modal marker and KATIYEN are highly degraded irrespective of the existence of a negative marker.

    maybe Ali KATIYEN guilty-COP.3S-GEN
    Int: ‘Maybe Ali is definitely guilty.’
    Ali KATIYEN sentence wear-POSS.AOR.3S
    Int: ‘It is possible that Ali will definitely be sentenced.’

KATIYEN is compatible with modal markers that express necessity in positive and negative sentences as respectively exemplified.
3. The Analysis.

3.1. THE CG MANAGEMENT. The original notion of the CG goes back to Stalnaker (1978), Karttunen (1977) and Lewis (1979) and expresses the set of propositions which the participants in the conversation mutually agree to treat as true for the purposes of the exchange of conversation. The notion of CG-management, on the other hand, is introduced by Krifka (2008) and utilized in distinguishing different kinds of contributions different kinds of speech acts make to the CG. As an example, questions do not denote propositions that the interlocutors mutually agree to treat as true. Instead, they signal to the interlocutor(s) by asking how to proceed in meeting their conversational goals.

Following Portner’s (2007) notion of common propositional space which encompasses of the set of propositions of which the participants in the conversation are mutually aware, Repp (2013) suggests that the CG-status of a proposition can also be a part of the CG even though the interlocutors are not genuinely committed to it, which further implies that the CG does not encompass the immediately preceding utterance in the sense that the utterance is suggested to be added to the CG by the speaker who takes it to be true while the hearer’s position towards its status is undetermined, which is the reason why the immediately preceding utterance is added to CG only after the hearer signals his/her agreement or does not express his/her disagreement.

Based on this extended version of CG, Repp (2013) argues that the modal particles, illocutionary negation as expressed by the operator FALSUM, and the operator VERUM are all CG managing operators which indicate the status of a proposition in relation to the CG.

3.2. THE VERUM OPERATOR. VERUM focus is originally regarded as a type of focal accent in German that emphasizes the truth of a proposition (Hohle 1992).

Both intuitively and empirically KATIYEN patterns similarly in morphosyntactically positive and negative environments. Following Romero & Han (2004) and Repp (2013) among others, I argue that it functions as a modifier of the CG managing operator and flags the maximum degree of strength of credence anchored to the attitude holder.
worlds \( w'' \) that conform to the conversational goals of \( x \) in \( w' \), the proposition in question is in the CG. This function is taken as a correct denotation for epistemic expressions like *be sure*, *be certain* and *epistemic must*.

In regard to negative sentences, it is the position of negation with respect to VERUM that obtains two types of readings, one involving denial (i.e. metalinguistic negation in Horn’s terms (1985)) and the other neutral reading (i.e. inner negation)\(^6\). When negation takes wide scope with respect to VERUM operator, the result is the outer negation reading while in the configuration where VERUM takes wide scope with respect to negation, the inner negation reading is obtained\(^7\).

Following Romero & Han (2014) I argue that KATIYEN affects the degree of certainty expressed by the attitude holder similar to the VERUM operator in both morphosyntactically negative and nonnegative sentences. It flags the attitude holder’s belief that every continuation of the conversational exchange should involve \( p \) or \( \neg p \). The polarity sensitivity of KATIYEN is inflicted by the logical equation in negative sentences: \( \forall x \ [P(x) \Rightarrow \neg Q(x)] = \neg \exists x \ [P(x) \land Q(x)] \). KATIYEN as a universal adverb scopes over a negated proposition ([KATIYEN > \neg p]), as the result also produces the semantic effect of [\( \neg > \exists \)]. I will further support this view by showing that there is a diametric opposition between KATIYEN and kesinlikle ‘definitely’ in fragment answers such that KATIYEN exhibits a sensitivity for negation whereas kesinlikle is pragmatically affiliated with affirmation, though both in principle attach to a proposition, \( p \) or \( \neg p \).

3.3. CG MANAGING MODIFIER KATIYEN. Below given two denial contexts in which KATIYEN is used as an intensifier of a response within a structurally nonnegative or negative sentence, respectively.

(19) A: O sen-i reddet-me-di.
    he you-ACC reject-NEG-PST.3S
    ‘He didn’t reject you.’

    B: KATİYEN et-ti.
    KATIYEN do-PST.3SG.
    ‘He CERTAINLY did.’

(20) A: O sen-i reddet-ti.
    he you-ACC reject-PST.3S
    ‘He rejected you.’

\(^6\) Ladd (1981) dubs two negations, *outer negation* and *inner negation* based on the observation that in negative polar questions the former double-checks \( p \), the latter \( \neg p \) (Repp 2013:7):

(i) a. Schläft Peter nicht auch? *outer negation*
    sleeps Peter not also
    ’Isn’t Peter sleeping too?’

b. Schläft Peter auch nicht? *inner negation*
    sleeps Peter also not
    ’Isn’t Peter sleeping either?’

\(^7\) Repp (2013:8) argues for a separate conversational epistemic operator, FALSUM for denials. It attaches between an illocutionary operator and a proposition and expresses that in all the worlds \( w' \) that conform to \( x \)'s knowledge in \( w \) it holds that in all the worlds \( w'' \) that conform to the conversational goals of \( x \) in \( w' \) (according to the Maxims of Quantity and Quality), the proposition in question is not in the CG.
In addition to denial contexts, KATIYEN can express strong reaffirmation by modifying the previously asserted negative proposition (22). (21) is degraded for a number of Turkish speakers. They report to use kesinlikle ‘definitely’ instead of KATIYEN in a nonnegative sentence.

    he you-ACC much upset-PST.3S
    ‘He upset you very much.’
B: ? KATİYEN çok üz-dü.
    ‘He DEFINITELY did upset me very much.’

(22) A: O sen-i hiç üz-me-di.
    he you-ACC never upset-PST.3S
    ‘He has never upset you.’
B: KATİYEN hiç üz-me-di.
    ‘He has ABSOLUTELY never upset me.’

KATIYEN expresses the highest degree of certainty towards the asserted proposition and one can question the degree such that the sincerity of the attitude holder can be taken issue regardless of the truth of the proposition. Compare (23) and (24).

    Ali liar NOT.3S
    ‘Ali is not a liar.’
B: Emin misin?
    ‘Are you sure?’

    ‘Ali is absolutely not a liar.’
B: #Emin misin?
    ‘Are you sure?’
B₁: Nasıl bu kadar eminsin?
    ‘How are you so sure?’

In addition, KATIYEN can be used in yes-no questions to double-check the strength of commitment. The speaker questions for one last time whether the attitude holder is really committed to maintain their stance towards the proposition expressed as if there is a silent ‘Are you sure?’ following the body.

(25) a. Context: The cancellation of the death penalty was at-issue:
    ? Ölüm cezası katiyen iptal edil-miş mi?
    death penalty KATIYEN cancel-EVID.3S Q
    ‘Is the penalty definitely cancelled?’

b. Context: Hanging a criminal was at-issue. The court had long discussions whether to perform it or not. The final decision is not to hang him/her. The speaker is asking whether the decision is really definite:
   Suçlu katiyen asıl-ma-yacak mi?
   criminal KATIYEN be.hang-NEG-FUT.3S Q
‘Is the criminal definitely not going to be hanged?’

Note that the perspective holder is not the speaker but the listener or interlocutor in yes-no questions with KATIYEN, interrogating whether the interlocutor has the highest degree of certainty, the strongest stance with the proposition Ölüm cezası iptal edildi ‘The death penalty is cancelled’ in (25a) and Şüçlu asılmayacak ‘The criminal is not going to be hanged’ in (25b) being in the CG (see Mayer (2020) for a similar account of at all in questions).

3.4. FRAGMENT ANSWERS. There is one remaining issue that needs to be addressed before presenting a semantic formulation for CG- KATIYEN. In fragment answers, KATIYEN reveals the default negative reading which has led researchers analyze it as a negative-concord item. The picture seems to be more complicated when one takes into account adverbs which function as a response particle and intuitively share the same meaning such as kesinlikle ‘definitely’.

(26) A: Çocuğunuz sınava çalışıyor mu?
   ‘Is your kid studying for the exam?’
   B: Katiyen (hayır) / #Kesinlikle / Kesinlikle *(hayır)
      KATIYEN (no) / Definitely / Definitely *(no)
   B☹: Kesinlikle (he is not studying).
      Absolutely not.
      B1: Kesinlikle (he is not studying).
      Definitely.

KATIYEN and kesinlikle pattern in a diametrically opposite ways with respect to their interaction with negation in fragment answers. KATIYEN obtains a negative response token by itself in contrast to kesinlikle which obtains a positive answer to a positive polar question in (26). But in negative polar questions, both obtain a negative answer as in (27) while kesinlikle is degraded when not followed by the negated predicate çalışıyor ‘he is not studying’.

As for assertions and responses to them, KATIYEN is used in denying the previous affirmative statement whereas kesinlikle reaffirms the previous positive assertion as in (28B1). Note that for a number of speakers KATIYEN in (28B1) can be used as a reaffirmation as well. In (29), both KATIYEN and kesinlikle strongly reaffirm the previous negative statement conveying the speaker B’s agreement with the asserted proposition.

(28) A: Hasan bir hırsız!
   Hasan a thief.COP.3S
   ‘Hasan is a thief!’
   B: Katiyen!
   Absolutely not!
   B☹: Kesinlikle! / Katiyen!
      Definitely!

(29) A: Hasan hırsız değil!
   Hasan thief ‘NOT.3S
   ‘Hasan is not the thief!’
Based on their use as a response token we can conclude that response particle *kesinlikle* is anaphoric to the asserted or questioned proposition in the previous turn in the discourse while response particle *KATIYEN* seems to be only anaphoric to negative propositions in assertion context and question contexts as in (27) and (29). What is peculiar to *KATIYEN* and what has led researchers to argue for an NCI-analysis is that it seems to induce its own negative force as a response particle to positive assertions or questions (26) and (28).

Giannakidou (2000) shows that only emphatic NPIs provide successful negative fragment answers in Greek. She brings additional evidence that differentiates emphatic NPIs from their nonemphatic counterparts (i.e. absence of long-distance licensing, island sensitivity, semantic invariance under different operators, providing fragment answers…etc.) and argues that Greek emphatic NPIs are universal quantifiers sensitive to negation. Reconciling the earlier observations that *KATIYEN* behaves like a strong-NPI in negative contexts considering with its incompatibility with possibility modals I suggest that it functions as a universal NPI in negative sentences similar to Greek emphatic NPIs in the sense of Giannakidou (2000).

The reason why *KATIYEN* (but not *kesinlikle* (or *kati suretle* ‘definitely, strictly’)) has become sensitive to negation seems to be coincidental. I argue that the common core of these lexical items is being a universal modal adverb. The sensitivity for negation is a special use inflicted upon a single one of them. “Compare e.g. *one bit*, an NPI with *a bit*, which is not an NPI (cf. I am (not) a bit worried), but may be used to strengthen negation, and *a little bit*, which is also not an NPI, but differs from *a bit* in negative clauses…Arguably, these items have the same basic interpretation, but developed special uses which have to be learned separately. If this is so, then *a bit*, *one bit* and *a little bit* are all possible candidates for NPI-status, but only one bit has been grammaticalized as such.” (Hoeksema 1994:1).

### Table 2: *KATIYEN* vs. *kesinlikle* as response particles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>KATIYEN</th>
<th>Kesinlikle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximal credence interpretation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative reaction to a positive assertion</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative reaction to a negative assertion</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive reaction to a negative assertion</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive reaction to a positive assertion</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative reaction to a positive polar question</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative reaction to a negative polar question</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive reaction to a positive polar question</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive reaction to a negative polar question</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. TOWARDS A SEMANTIC FORMULATION. The previous work on CG management and VERUM deals with the dual function of particles such as *really* (Romero & Han 2004), *totally* (Beltrama 2018) and *mica* ‘at all’ (Frana & Rawlins 2019) and propose a quantification-overworlds approach to account for their pragmatic functions (with references to degrees)
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while Mayer (2020:516) argues for a degree-based account of at-all which has a dual use as a degree modifier and operator on the CG. Her account captures at-all’s status as a minimizer NPI and provides a semantic kernel between degree modifiers and CG operators. Greenberg & Wolf (2019), on the other hand, discuss the intensified response particle use of legamrey ‘absolutely’ in Hebrew which also functions as an intensifying degree modifier of gradable adjectives within the propositional level similar to English completely and propose a unified analysis for both uses based on a degree-based account of speech act operator ASSERT.

KATIYEN does not attach to a gradable predicate as a degree modifier unlike tamamen ‘completely’ in Turkish. The contribution of KATIYEN in (30a) is to add a stronger degree of commitment to the asserted proposition ölü değil ‘She is not dead’ and thus to signal the hearer to modify their willingness to accept it and add it to the CG (Wolf 2015). In that sense, it functions as a degree modifier on the CG marking the highest degree of certainty towards the asserted proposition.

   KATIYEN dead/full NOT.3S
   ‘It is definitely not dead/full.’

b. Tamamen *ölü/dolu değil.
   completely dead / full NOT.3S
   ‘It is not completely *dead/full.’

Adopting the degree-based formulation of ASSERT operator (Wolf 2015) and the denotation of absolutely from Greenberg & Wolf (2019) I suggest KATIYEN functions as a degree modifier over assertions KATIYEN by combining with a gradable speech act operator $G$ which is typically ASSERT. As given in (31), ASSERT combines with a proposition $p$, a credence degree $d$, a context $c$ and yields the context $c’$ where the CG is updated with the information that the speaker’s degree of credence of $p$ in $w$ at time $c_t$ is $d$.

(31) $\text{[\text{ASSERT}]}<<s,t>,<d,<c,d>>,\{w:\text{ASSERT}(p)(d)(c)\}>$

ASSERT holds if and only if the speaker believes that $p$ in $w$ to a credence degree $d$. KATIYEN combines with ASSERT and modifies the assertion by maximizing the credence of the speaker in the asserted proposition.

(32) a. [KATIYEN (ASSERT)] (Hasan is a thief) (c)
   $c’=<c_{sp}, c_{h}, c_{t}, c_w \cap \{w: \exists d = \text{max}(SG) \land \text{ASSERT (Hasan is a thief)(d)(c)\}}>\$

b. [[KATIYEN]]: $= \lambda G.\lambda p.\lambda d.\lambda c. ic’: c’=<c_{sp}, c_{h}, c_{t}, c_w \cap \{w: \exists d = \text{max}(SG) \land G(p)(d)(c)\}>$

As formulated in (32b), KATIYEN combines with a gradable speech act operator $G$ (typically ASSERT), a proposition $p$, a degree $d$ (typically a credence degree) and a context $c$ and yields the unique context $c’$ where the speaker believes in $w$ that Hasan is a thief to a maximum credence degree where $SG$ denotes the scale associated with a gradable speech act operator ASSERT. Note that $p$ can be replaced by $\neg p$ in principle, which accounts for the occurrence of KATIYEN in negative sentences.

4. Conclusion. Turkish NCI-item KATIYEN is attested in a number of contexts that do not contain syntactic and/or semantic negation. In order to capture the similarities in the meaning and usage of KATIYEN in negative and affirmative utterances, I proposed a compositional semantic account based on Greenberg & Wolf (2019) such that KATIYEN is a degree modifier
of a gradable speech act operator which operates over the propositional level. It maximizes the degree of credence the attitude holder has towards the proposition in question. A promising starting point is to describe the connection between the two uses of KATIYEN, one as an NCI in fragment answers providing a default negative answer and the other as a CG modifier lies in the domain of discourse. Based on the observation that KATIYEN is incompatible with possibility modal markers I argued that it is a universal modal and following the assumption that scales are monotone and lexical maximizers can be considered as de facto universal quantifiers (Heim 2000; Beltrama 2018:37) I suggested that the NCI property of KATIYEN might be accounted for in line with Greek emphatic NPIs according to the analysis of Giannakidou (2000). Studying the distribution of KATIYEN allows to make one step forward in understanding different contributions modal adverbs make to the CG and in finding an empirically valid explanation to relate negative polarity with discourse effects, which hopefully lays the ground for a more fine-grained investigation of the illocutionary level.
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